Flexitanks
Bulk Liquid Shipping - ISO Box Container Tanks
Flexitanks are FDA, USDA and EEC compliant containers for the global
shipping of non-hazardous and food grade liquids. Ideal for the transport
of bulk liquid in ISO shipping containers or box trucks and are suitable for
products such as beer, wine, molasses, egg products, water, oils,
bio-diesel, non-hazardous pharmaceuticals, chemicals and industrial
products.

Bulkhead Fixtures, as pictured
below, are required for 20’
Flexitank
container
applications. Weighing
approximately 100 pounds, their
solid steel construction makes
them a reusable item for greater

Our standard Flexitank designs allow for transportation of
9,000 - 25,000 liter volumes (44,000 pounds).
The Simple Solution: Efficient and Cost Effective Global Shipping.

www.Flexi-Tank.com

Flexitanks
Bulk Liquid Shipping - ISO Box Container Tanks
Heavy duty and durable, Flexitanks are suitable for various contact times
and are available for multiple uses or light duty single use tanks, “one
trippers”.
Utilizing Flexitanks in refrigerated box containers, allows shippers to
transport liquids requiring controlled temperatures. Custom Reefer style
tanks offer the ability to ship two materials in one container.
Compatibility:
A vast variety of materials, sizes and configurations are available. We
recommend Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) and trip duration (total
contact time) be provided to ensure compatibility and the most efficient
use of materials. This data is kept in strictest confidence and is only used
to provide the expert advice and warranty to meet your needs. While the
tanks are located in the United States, strategic partnerships we’ve
created allows us to service your needs on a global basis.
Standard Flexitank Features:









Quality construction for safe
liquid transportation.
Converts standard dry cargo ISO
shipping containers into a oneway bulk liquid transport system.
Standard 50 mm (2 inch) fill/drain
fittings with ball valve, dust cap
and ball valve with male cam
lock.
Center vent non-pressure relief
cap (Alternatives available at
additional cost).
Food grade approved materials
are certified.










Each tank is uniquely numbered
for traceability and packaged
safely for shipping.
More economical than other bulk
packaging options similar to
IBCs .
Disposable or reusable depending on your needs.
Product handling becomes more
versatile with decreased landed
material cost.
Best of all — EASY TO USE!
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